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Introduction
In 2020, the Philippine Nurses Association of United Kingdom (PNA UK) celebrated 17 years since its
foundation. Over the years, we have had the opportunity to reflect on our progress, our failures
and our future. Our vision and mission have continued to guide and inspire us to look after the
needs of the Philippine Nurses in the UK and to advocate for their needs and aspirations.
For almost two decades, we have built an organization that truly encompasses the voice of the
Philippine Nurses.
In early 2020, the world was put to a halt by a microscopic virus. The pandemic demonstrated the
fragility of the world and its people. It highlighted the humanity of the nurses and the other
healthcare workers who have sacrificed for others.
While the pandemic divided families and society, it also brought together a strong band of
Philippine Nurse Leaders in the UK. This Annual Report is their story.
This Annual Report consists of the history of the organization, its current status, its achievements
and future plans.
This report will paint the bigger picture about the organization during the past year. Our Annual
Report will help provide you with an overview of what the organization has done and to
demonstrate how the organization have managed to strive to comply with its vision, mission and
objectives. This is also an excellent opportunity for supporters, partners and business institutions to
gain information about further supporting the organization.
As more and more organizations vie for the same pool of support and sponsorship, accountability is
more important to us than ever. This report contains concrete evidence of how important
resources are being used wisely. With our focus on advocacy information and yearlong
accomplishments, this annual report substantiates our organization’s non-profit contributions to
the community and to the profession.
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Charity Administrative Information
Registration history:
Other names:

11 November 2005: registered
PNA OF UK (Working name)
PNA-UK (Working name)

Gift aid:
Land and property:

Not recognised by HMRC for gift aid
This Association does not own and/or lease land or property

What the Association does: General Charitable Purposes
Education/training
The Advancement Of Health Or Saving Of Lives
The Prevention Or Relief Of Poverty
Overseas Aid/famine Relief
Arts/culture/heritage/science
Economic/community Development/employment
Human Rights/religious Or Racial Harmony/equality Or Diversity
Who the Association helps: People Of A Particular Ethnic Or Racial Origin
The General Public/mankind
How the Association helps:

Provides Human Resources
Provides Services
Provides Advocacy/advice/information
Sponsors Or Undertakes Research
Acts As An Umbrella Or Resource Body

Where the Association operates:

Philippines / Throughout London

The following is a summary of the Associations principal activities.
 The provision of educational programs and awareness sessions to the public
 Cultural growth and Awareness
 Awards programmes
 Educational Scholarships and programmes
 Research, surveys and meetings with a view to participating in policy formation
CONSTITUTION ADOPTED 20 NOVEMBER 2004 AS AMENDED 15 OCTOBER 2005
Charitable objects
1. To promote the science and art of Nursing, and;
2. To better improve and enhance the education and training or Filipino Nurses based in the United
Kingdom, and thereby promoting their efficiency in the profession of nursing, will be achieved and
realised by, but not limited to:
a) The provision of educational programs and awareness sessions to the public;
b) Awards Programmes;
c) Educational scholarships, and;
d) Research surveys and meetings with a view to participating in policy formation.
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Dear Colleagues

Message from the Chairman

Looking back on how 2020 has been, it has been a year like no
other and truly one of the most challenging for the NHS. It is a
year that in our lifetime we can say that we have been part in
mobilising to make the national health care system in the UK
safe for all the community that we serve.
Sadly, we also lost fellow Filipino health care workers to the
dreaded covid19 virus, leaving their family and love ones – as
well as the wider Filipino community in the UK, in such tragic
experience. This left a void for uncertainty on why BAME
individuals are mostly affected by the coronavirus disease. It
maybe ‘too little, too late’ that the UK government acted so
slowly on this, but the glimmer of hope is in the horizon that in
the leadership of the current
ent Chief Nursing Officer Ruth May,
that we may have a better understanding, as well as a national action plan, to combat this disease
affecting the lives of our NHS workforce and general population
2020 is also a year that the PNAUK step up on the challe
challenge
nge to be the beacon of light and the voice
of reason for the Philippine nurses across the UK. In a very short period of time, Filipino nursing
leaders from different fields of specialism came together to reinvigorate the PNAUK. Since then, we
have now positioned
itioned ourselves as a professional nursing association actively involved in the
national board level and influencing the direction for the future of Philippine nurses in particular, as
well as the general NHS workforce. Needless to say, our grass root act
activity
ivity lies in reaching out to all
the Philippine nurses across the UK, either to those who has newly arrived or to those who have
been in the UK for a period of time. Our vision will always remain to be your voice and be your
advocate to the ever changing landscape of health care provision across the UK.
In behalf of the PNAUK interim committee officer, the core committee members and the Board of
Trustees, we would like to thank you for your support not only for the year 2020, but for the years
beyond.
Yours truly
Oliver Soriano
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Historical Perspective
Founded in September 2, 1922 as Filipino Nurses Association (FNA) in a meeting of 150nurses
presided by then Anastacia Giron (Mrs. Tupas), FNA became incorporated in 1924.
In 1929, the International Council of Nurses accepted FNA as a member in the Congressheld in
Montreal, Canada on July 8-13. FNA became PNA in 1966, that same year the officeat 1663 F.T.
Benitez Street, Malate, Manila was also inaugurated.
President Carlos P. Garcia proclaimed the last week of October as Nurses’ Week andauthorized FNA
to take charge of its observance in Proclamation 593 done on October 17,1958.
President Fidel V. Ramos declared 1997 as the “Nurses Diamond Jubilee Year” underProclamation
No. 1060.
In 2003 the idea of forming the first Philippines Nurses Association of United Kingdom(PNAUK) was
conceived. In 2004 PNAUK was established by founding Chairman Mr.Michael Duque. The PNAUK
was officially inaugurated by the Philippine Embassy on thesame year by Philippines Ambassador
H.E. Edgardo B. Espiritu.
PNA-UK is a non-profit professional organisation duly recognised and accredited by theleading
government agencies and non-government establishments, a registered charity underthe UK
Charities Commission [13] An independent PNAUK was declared in 2020 withharmonious
collaboration in respect to the Philippine lineage however autonomous, inresponding the services,
governance and by laws of UK.
The Philippine Nurses Association of United Kingdom (PNA-UK) is the only professionalnursing
organization of Filipino Nurses in the United Kingdom.The Philippine NursesAssociation of United
Kingdom(PNA-UK) is a non-profitprofessional Organization ofFilipino Nurses currently in the
United Kingdom. It is also aRegistered UK Charity under the UK Charities Commission.
The association was created in response to the growing number of Filipino Nurses in the
United Kingdom.The Philippine Nursing Association of United Kingdom has laid out a set of vision,
mission,and goals, as well as a statement of core values, strategic directions and key outcomes
inaccordance with the PNA accepted Standards. These statements serve as the
Association’sfoundation for setting priorities and making decisions.

Mission Vision
The Philippine Nurses Association – UK (PNA-UK) is the leading professional nursingassociation of
Philippine nurses in the United Kingdom. It is a non-profit professionalorganisation and a registered
UK charity under the UK Charities Commission. PNA-UK was established to represent the Philippine
nurses across the UK to enable andstrengthen the Philippine nurses voice across the wider UK
nursing agenda.
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Vision
The caring and fortifying light giver committed to providing opportunities for the
professionalgrowth and development of world class Philippine nurse

Mission





Provide strategic directions and progress that enhance competencies of nurses to beglobally
competitive
Sustain the quality of work and collegial interactions with and amongst Philippinenurses and
other nursing networks
Strengthen the internal capacity and capabilities for quality care and services to thenurse
Explore possibilities of collaborative work within the association and with otherorganisation

Values
We will embed the following values across our association and the wider members our
commitment to SERVE

Service with Philippine pride and commitment
Excellence in all we do
Respect without boundaries
Virtuous and dignified in how we do it
Equality and fairness to all
Objectives
PNA-UK is focused on the needs of the Philippine nurses in the UK, taking into account theneed for
professional training and raising awareness about the circumstances surroundingPhilippine nurses.
The PNA-UK will endeavour to provide efficient and effective delivery of its purposedexistence to
the Filipino Nurses in the United Kingdom through the following:








Provide constant and continuous professional support, recognition and guidance
torecognized members of good standing and to other Filipinos as well.
Provides a means of Information Dissemination and a point of contact for Nurseswithin
Strengthen leadership skills/potentials (knowledge, attitudes, values) for professionaland
personal growth and development.
Maintain active participation in health and health-related projects, plans and programs
addressing socio-ethic-economic-political issues/concerns affecting nurses and nursing,
clients and stakeholders
Strengthen linking/networking strategies to advance the nursing profession.
Maximize the utilization of information and technology to enhance database
andinformation system.
Preservation of Philippine nursing heritage, culture and the arts.
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Leadership
PNA-UK is an organization duly recognized and accredited by the leading governmentagencies and
non-government establishments. It is managed and governed by Philippinenurses in the UK and are
duly elected by the General Members. Its administrative functionsare delegated among the
members as duly approved and appointed by the elected set ofOfficers and Board of Governors.

Interim Core Committee
The core of all the recent activities and success of the association are credited to the interim
committee. The committee members are nurse leaders in their own fields who have voluntarily
offered their expertise, services and time to further the association’s vision and mission.
The committee are representatives of the wide range of nursing practices in the UK across various
geographical regions and age-representation of the Philippine Nurses in the UK. Members of the
Interim Committee are tasked to actively work, brainstorm and implement ideas with other likeminded individuals with regards to PNA UK. This is all voluntary and the merit of such an honorable
effort is that they are all part of Philippine Nursing in the UK and to its future generations. The
combined ideas, thoughts and suggestions will help shape the future of Philippine Nurses in the UK
and give the profession a single united voice. The organization will advocate and work towards
various causes involving Philippine Nurses in the UK.
The Interim Core Committee is not permanent and once the organization has managed to
settledown, the interim core committee – will have the choice to remain in the background
andcontinue to support the organization or remain as members. Nevertheless, their initial
contributionstoday will help the future of the organization.
The current Interim Officers who act on behalf of the Association are:
Interim Chairman: Mr. Oliver Soriano
Interim Vice-Chairman: Mr. Dennis Singson
Interim Secretary: Mrs. Riza Mae Punay-Stan
Interim Finance Officer: Mr. Jan Christopher Arriola
As required by the UK Charities Commission, the organization is also guided by a group of Trustees.
The Trustees oversees the charitable welfare and compliance of the organization. The current
Trustees are:
Chair: Mr. Michael Duque
Members:
Mrs. Cielito Caneja
Mr. John Belmonte
Mr. Lorgelito Peña
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The current core committee credited for the revival and re-invigoration of the association are:

Mr. Oliver Soriano

Head of Nursing and Quality
South London and Maudsley NHS Foundation
Trust
Psychological Medicine and Older Adults
Directorate
Board Member, King's Global Health Partnership
BAME Male Nurse Network Member
Filipino Unite, Adviser

Mr. Dennis Singson

Advance Nurse Practitioner, Mental Health
NHS Windrush 70 Awardee - Clinical
Excellence Awards for Nursing
BAME Awardee, East Sussex and Hastings
NHS Leadership Academy Alumnus
Counsellor, Filipino Unite

Mrs. Cielito Caneja

Advanced Research Nurse Practitioner
Respiratory CNS, Interventional Pulmonology,
Chelsea Westminster Hospital NHS Foundation
Trust/ Royal Brompton NHS Foundation Trust
Martial Arts World Eskrima Champion 2008
Writer
Lead Nurse for Bronchoscopy
Leadership Fellow for the National Institute for
Health Research
Chairperson, Filipino Unite
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Mr.Joron Jimenez

Lead Nurse Preoperative Assessment Unit
Chelsea and Westminster NHS Foundation Trust
Mary Seacole Champion
Freedom to Speak-Up Champion
Windrush Leadership Programme
Counsellor, Filipino Unite

Mr. George Bermudez
Social Media Influencer
VBlogger – Manong George
Nurse Team Leader, Vitality Life
Founder, Filipino UK Nurses Social Group
Counsellor, Filipino Unite

Mr.Rogie Delos Santos

Nursing Team Leader, Care Home
Graphics and Arts Designer

Mrs. Charrisse Melo

Haematology Specialist Nurse
L&D NHS Foundation Trust
Community Leader, L&D Filipino Community
Member, BAME Network
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Mrs. Riza Mae Punay-Stan

Team Leader for Accidents and Emergency
Ambulatory Care
East and North Hertfordshire NHS Trust
Champion Nurse, Tissue Viability Team
Member, BAME Network

Mr. John Belmonte

CEO and Founder, Filipino Unite
CEO, Comfort Healthcare Services Limited
Managing Director, Comfort Healthcare
Remittance Services UK
Managing Partner, Spoon and Rice

Mr. John Alex Melencio
Nurse Team Leader
Cardio respiratory NDU
Royal Brompton NHS Trust
DiabetesNurse Specialist, Imperial College NHS
Trust

Mr. Jan Christopher Arriola

Clinical Nurse Manager
Chelsea and Royal Marsden NHS Foundation
Trust
Former Associate Clinical Site Practitioner,
London Northwest University NHS Trust
Florence Nightingale Foundation Scholar NHS70 Leadership Programme 2019
Member, London Steering Group International
Tear of the Nurse 2020
Governor, Filamer Christian University
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Other nurse leaders who supported the works of the Committee are:
 Ms. Melissa Rae
 Mr. JC Lucio
 Mrs. Christine Tuazon
 Mr. Xyryx Concepcion
 Ms. Tracy Nanquil
 Mr.Tonee Polines

PNA UK and the Covid-19
19 Pandemic
Report on Activities
In the last year, the Association have been strongly reinvigorated. The Pandemic solidified the
association’s revitalization. The association
association’s activities werelatent
erelatent for the greater part of the last
two-three
three years prior to this year with minim
minimal
al activities due to the lack of significant manpower
and financial reserves. Since its inception in 2003, PNA UK campaign
campaigned and advocated for the
general welfare of Nurses in the UK. It has represented and protected the image of our profession
for many years. PNA UK has silently been involved in a lot of work in relation to nursing matters and
continued to promote the best int
interest
erest of the nurses with local businesses and individuals both in
the healthcare and social environments. The association however, have maintained its UK Charity
status and registration with the UK Charity Commission consistent with having been exempted fr
from
any financial account and reports for the last five
five-years.The
.The ever changing nursing healthcare
landscape and the fast moving international nurses’ recruitment have also contributed to the
protracted resurgence of the association.
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The 2020 Covid-19 Pandemic have however commenced and established the coming together of
Nurse Leaders in the UK to address the growing concerns about the effects of the Pandemic on the
Philippine-trained nurses, this without any significant resistance from others with more personal
reasons and ambitions.
An Interim Committee was formed with a task of shaping the future of Philippine Nurses and
Nursing in the UK through various activities.
The first and most significant transformation decided on by the Committee was the declaration of
its independence and autonomy from being an international chapter of the PNA National
Philippines.
The following is the position statement of the association on the matter:
Change is a strong indicator of progress and development. Since its foundation almost twodecadesago, the Philippine Nurses Association of United Kingdom (PNAUK) have grown to be
the onlyprofessional organization capable of representing and advocating for the Philippinetrained nurses inthe UK. Over the years, PNAUK has learned from its past experiences and
have developed stronglinks among its peer organizations. While many other organizations
have tried to copy and emulatePNAUK, there is only one and true nursing organization for
Philippine Nurses in the UK - PNAUK.Its reputation continues to precede it.
The Association's initial formation was structured and based on the times it existed then.
Those were the days and today is the present. The nursing landscape have considerably
changed, advanced andimproved. Adapting to growth and development in order to continue
to address and advocate for thenew generation of nurses, the Association has reviewed
itself. With the support and guidance ofexcellent Nurse Leaders, the Association is now
spearheaded by its 3Rs: Re-Empower, Re-Establishand Re-Shape. Today, PNAUK aims to reempower the nurses to continue to advocate for theprofession, to re-establish unity and one
voice; and to re-shape our strategies for the future ofPhilippine Nurses in the UK, while not
losing sight of our vision and mission.
Likewise, the demands and needs of the Philippine Nurses in the UK, together with the
politicaldemands on the Association have been appraised and not been taken lightly.
Significant thought andreflection have been undertaken and deliberated. Firstly, PNAUK’s
continued affiliation with PNAPhilippines was reviewed and taken into account. Over the
years, the Association was considered aninternational chapter thereof. Reviewing PNAUK’s
relationship with PNA Philippines over the lasttwo-decades, the Association has established
that such status was found to be prejudicial to our localgrowth and development. In
addition, PNA Philippine’s accreditation requirements are superfluous,unnecessary and
often-times contradict local rules and regulations. Furthermore, after dueconsideration,
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PNAUK’s continued connection to PNA Philippines as an international chapter wasfound to
be incompatible with the Association’s current strategic objectives and aims. To remain asan
international chapter was not properly addressing identified issues and concerns which
existed assuch. On the other hand, PNAUK is a Registered Charity Organization based in the
United Kingdom.
PNAUK is bound by the most recent Laws and Regulations of the UK and is committed to
abide byto it. The Association was also founded in the UK and it serves members who are
working and livingin the UK. Our stakeholders and trustees are likewise based across the UK.
The Association’s maininterests and advocacy are locally establish and centred. Effectively,
PNAUK is an independentprofessional nursing organization of Philippine Nurses in the UK. To
all intents and purposes,PNAUK is not bound to continue its international chapter position
and status should it regard it as anencumbrance to its interests.
After careful, cautious and purposeful consideration, PNAUK is now an Independent and
autonomous National Organization of Philippine Nurses in the United Kingdom. PNAUK will
ceaseto be an international chapter of PNA Philippines raison d'être which were mentioned
above, witheffect from the date of this position statement. PNAUK will continue to represent,
advocate andpromote the interest of the Philippine Nurses in the United Kingdom, locally
and globally withouthindrance and restrictions. In its autonomy and sovereignty, PNAUK will
continue to harmoniouslyrespect and recognize PNA Philippines as its lineage. The
Association’s independence will mean thatmembers will gain more from the Association. It
will also enable the Association to fully set theinterest of the Philippine Nurses at the
foremost of its projects.
PNAUK will continue to be the voice of the Nurses and the Association would like to
encourage allPhilippine Nurses in the UK to link and unite with your Professional Nursing
Organization – thePhilippine Nurses Association of UK.

Members Forum Webinar
One of the immediate activities engaged by the committee was undertaking a public members’
forum webinar. Using the technological platform available, the forum specifically aims to generate
awareness in the public domain about the association. It also aimed to encourage the Philippine
Nurses in the UK to learn more about the association and engaged with it.

On-boarding Webinars
To assist our newly arrived nurses, the association likewise conducted multiple on-boarding
webinars for newly arrived nurses or soon to arrive nurses. The virtual on-boarding webinars is a
collaborative effort between PNA UK and Filipino UK Nurses (a social media based group). The
webinar included a presentation on the basic life in the UK, acculturalization, adaptation and an
open-ended question and answer section.
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The on-boarding
boarding webinars have also been accepted and taken into consideration by various NHS
Trusts who have integrated the organization's on
on-boarding
boarding webinar in the pastoral care and
orientation programme for newly arrived nurses.
The on-boarding webinar to-date
date have collaborated and partnered with at least more than 30
30-NHS
Trusts across the UK with no less than 100
100-soon to be UK nurses attending.

World Cafe Convention
It was a global success. The World Cafe Convention 2020was
was attended by no less than
370participants from at least 25-different
different countries worldwide.
The Convention which had the theme of ““Nursing the World to Health”” focused on the livedlived
experience of Filipino Nurses during the Covid19 Pandemic was opened by PNA UK Ambassador of
Goodwill Malcolm Conlan and Lead Nurse Jan Arriola. During the Convention, the speakers shared
their personal experiences, opinions and thoughts with regards to the Philippine Nursing in the
United Kingdom.
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Speaker Yvonne Coghill OBE, MBE and Deputy President of the Royal College of Nursing said inher
opening remarks that “the Filipino nurses are the core and key backbone to the services that
wehave in the NHS and Social Care,... without a shadow of a doubt.” Inspirational speaker PeterReuben Calixto, Past President of PNA Northern California encouraged the attendees to protect
andelevate the name “Philippine Nurses” to global heights as it is already a global branding
andtrademark in itself. International Council of Nurses Howard Catton likewise exemplified
thesignificant contribution of Nurses to the global healthcare setting with Philippine Nurses playing
apredominant part.
The Convention also showcased the presentation of three (3) world-class poster abstracts
fromPhilippine –trained nurses whose works were also published with The Physicians Journal. Dr.
Eric Tenda also emphasized the importance of research in Nursing and encourages nurses to
venture moreinto research. PNA UK Chairperson Oliver Soriano aptly positioned the Nursing
Profession in theGlobal Healthcare
Landscape with his presentation while
Advance MH Nurse Practitioner Dennis
Singson perfectly summarized the
day’s events which are accredited for
continuing professionaldevelopment
hours.
Convention Programme Director Mrs.
Cielito Caneja expresses her profound
gratitude to all thosewho participated
in this Convention and echoes her
gratitude to the hardworking
committee membersbehind the
convention who delivered this
successful global event in so short
notice.

Inter-organization Collaboration
The Association solidified its inter-organizational relationship with collaborative projects with
various UK-based organizations.
First amongst these is a close inter-organizational link with Filipino Unite (FU). Founded in 2020 by
Mr. John Belmonte, himself a nurse and an entrepreneur. FU was formed in light of the COVID-19
pandemic. Filipino Uniteprovides voluntary assistance and charity services to Filipino’s affected or
in need at thetime of the COVID-19 Pandemic. A true spirit of “bayanihan”, FU aims, to strengthen
the “bayanihan” spirit of every Filipino in the United Kingdom. The term“ bayanihan” is derived
from the word “bayan” which means town. The bayanihan concept initially started when a man
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sought help from his neighbours to move, not only theirbelongings but their whole house. The spirit
of community service is embedded in theculture of Filipinos. Thus, at this trying time, FU wishes to
amplify the culture and to resonate this culture in the UK for our children to know, tocontinue now
and beyond the pandemic, and to demonstrate how Filipinos tackled theadversities.
FU aims to continue to rebuild the Filipino spirit and the community as the nation recovers from the
pandemic.
The Association also had a short collaboration with Kanlungan UK in its research project.
TheAssociation took part in the collaborative research project by endorsing the research. Emotions
Behind the Mask Survey (lead by Cielo Caneja) - Research Publication During the peak of the
Pandemic, Filipino Unite Chairwoman and Senior Nurse Researcher Mrs. Cielito Caneja spearheaded
a research entitled “Emotions Behind the Mask – UK” following a similar research done in the
United States of America by the Philippine Nurses Association of America (PNA America).
The Pandemic have created numerous sentiments primarily among the healthcare personnel. The
aim of the survey is to evaluate and better understand the emotions, circumstances and coping
mechanism in regards to the COVID-19 pandemic among the healthcare workers.
The research highlighted the predominant emotions during the Pandemic and enabled the
Association to focus and re-aligned its objective and activities on the research findings.

Acknowledgements and Representation on National and International
Organizations
Over the last few years, the association recognized the difficulty of delivering its voluntary services
and conducting its activities with limited financial reserves. Finding sources of funds to support
activities was and is always a struggle. Various initiatives were explored to generate support.
The association have managed to create linkages with both National and International
Organizations. During the preceding period, PNA UK started to work with various organizations in
exploring and working in partnerships in the different areas of health and social care towards a
common goal. Efforts were focused on how resources can be mutually shared and used.
To-date, PNA UK have made significant engagement with no less than 30-different NHS Trusts, the
UK Chief Nursing Officer BME Strategic Advisory Group, the CNO International Recruitment Team,
NHS England, NHS Improvement, the Mary Seacole Trust, and BAME Male Nurses Network. The
collaborative engagements made range from advisory capacity, shared resources, researches and
information dissemination.

Increase in membership
The sustained awareness campaign created positive results with 222registered confirmed members
(as of 24th December 2020). The statistical breakdown of the members can be seen in the attached
appendix.
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Social Media development and enrichment
The intensified awareness campaign resulted in a massive growth in the social media platform
reach. The association is currently active in two (2) social media platform, namely Facebook and
Twitter.
The Facebook has 10,303 likes and 10,531 followers (as of 24 December 2020).
The Twitter account has 407-followers and is following 796 from July 2020. To date the
Association have had 452 twits.
Refer to the deep-analysis of the association’s social media accounts, attached as appendix, for
more information.
Email Blasts
We have sent two email blasts to all duly registered members.
First email blast was sent on 29th October 2020 (PNA UK Newsletter). The following are its analysis
report.
Registered emails: 159
Opened: 98 (62.03%)
Clicked Rate: 15 (9.49%)
Most Clicked Link in the Email: Information about News
Second email blast was sent on 7th December 2020 (Yearend Newsletter). The following are its
analysis report.
Registered emails: 191
Opened: 122 (64.21%)
Clicked Rate: 9 (4.74%)
Most Clicked Link in the Email: Information about News
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Ambassador of Goodwill (British Honorary Member)
Well loved and passionate British hailed as “Pinoy at heart” has just become the official Philippine
Nurses Association of United Kingdom Ambassador ofGoodwill. Malcolm Conlan who is married to a
Filipina is an avid supporter of anything Filipino. Hispassion for the Philippines and its people has
earned him the moniker of being more Filipino
thanany Filipinos havingstrongly advocated for
various issues relating to the Philippines.
Philippin
Having work in the healthcare service, pusong pinoy
Malcolm is no stranger to the healthcare
environment and have numerous Filipino nurses
and other allied healthcare profession as friends.
The Philippine Nurses Association of UK (PNA UK)
being the leading
eading Professional Organization of
Philippine Nurses in the United Kingdom and with a
mission to be the advocate and leading voice of
Philippine Nurses in the United Kingdom, have
recognized Mr. Conlan’s strong Philippine advocacy
and passion for the rights
hts and welfare of the Filipino
nurses. In a unanimous committee meeting, thePNA
UK charity organization have decided to confer the
honorary title of Ambassador of Goodwillto Mr. Malcolm Conlan in recognition for his passionate
and zealous love of the Philippine
ippine people,which majority are nurses in the United Kingdom. As an
Ambassador of Goodwill of PNA UK, hewill echo the sentiments of the Philippine Nurses and help
bring forward the collective cause ofPhilippine Nurses in the UK.

Message from the Ambassad
Ambassador
or of Goodwill
15 December 2020
Dearest friends.
I just wanted to start by sending you my
warmest greetings at this time especially. It
always makes me incredibly proud and
happy to see so many wonderful nurses and
healthcare professionals from back home in
the Philippines.
I am most grateful for your dedication,
sacrifice and professionalism that you all
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show and demonstrate, combined with great skills and of course knowledge which you bring to us
here in the UK, but also around the globe. I believe the UK is very fortunate to have such dedicated
people working not only in our NHS, but also in other areas too.
It has been such an honour for me to be your Ambassador of Goodwill, I have always sang praises
of the Filipino nurse now for more than two decades and rest assured I will continue to do so. On a
personal note, over the last year, I have had three surgeries and on each occasion I have met some
truly wonderful nurses, not only from the Philippines, but also from many other countries around
the world and so many others who I speak to all agree with me that Filipino nurses are truly
amazing.
I would like to thank you all so much. Maraming maraming salamat sa inyong serbisyo. Mabuhay
tayong lahat.
Warm greetings,
Malcolm Conlan
Ambassador of Goodwill
Philippine Nurses Association - UK
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Position Statements and Press Releases
The Association have released and made public the following Press Release and Position
Statements with regards to the corresponding issue and concerns.
a) 04 June 2020. Official Statement on Misrepresentation and False Claim of Membership and
Authority.
b) 21 July 2020. Official Statement on the Chancellor of the Exchequer's Announcement with
regards to Public Health Workers Pay Rise.
c) 31 August 2020. Position Statement on the Philippine Healthcare Workers Deployment Ban

Financial Position
PNA UK being a registered Charity in the UK relies mainly on the donations of the general public and
its members in order to continue to deliver it services. The Association does not receive any
government or non-government funding. Most of the works of the association are delivered
voluntarily by the committee and its supporters, giving their time and resources.
The association will continue to solicit donations, funds and financial support from both private and
government institution. The association will also welcome support in material kind.

Plans for the Future
The Association will continue to advocate for the Philippine-trained nurses in the United
Kingdom. It will seek to promote and support the needs of the nurses to continue
delivery of a high-standard level of healthcare service. This will continue with be done
in collaboration with other organizations.
PNA UK will likewise continue to develop and engage with local, national
and international partners and other organizations to deliver is
objectives, vision and
mission.

The PNA UK will maintain to deliver a wide range of professional,
educational and social activities as essential and necessary according to the
needs of the time and situation.
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Appendix:
Social Media Deep Analysis:
Philippine Nurses Association of United Kingdom
Social Media Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s)
KPI Reach
Follower Count - actual number of accounts (i.e. people)
Impression: show how many times our posts showed up on a timeline or newsfeed of an account. It
simply indicates how many people could possibly connect with our Organization and/or brand, a
higher number is typically better.
KPI Engagement
It generally looks at the amount of shares, likes and comments our social updates generate, which
gives us insight into the “social” side of social media.
Clicks
Anyone willing to click on a link to our social media is generally more likely to convert. This means
we’re starting to cultivate qualified leads, instead of basic traffic.
Likes
Likes are a natural way to generate attention for our Organization and/ or brand. As human beings,
we prefer to associate ourselves with ideas and things that are popular. That means the more likes a
post has, the higher engagement it will cultivate. Likes are also a sign that our content has authority
and deserves more attention from our team.
Shares
Shares are a sign that our target population are willing to recommend our brand to their friends and
colleagues. And in this age of social proof, that’s a pretty big deal.
Comments
The whole point of being active on social is to engage in conversations with our target population. If
our content is relevant, interesting and informative, it will spark a conversation with our followers.
More so, it could help generate loyalty among our followers.
Even if people are critical with responses to our messages, at least we’ll be able to learn something.
If we get comments on our posts, this is a good sign we’re making the right impact. That’s why
comments are great KPIs for social media managers.
Mentions
It is when people talk about our Organization and/or brand when we’re not in the room. Even though
we might not have a direct connection with those individuals, the things they say about our
Organization and/or brand are important.
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KPI for Conversions
Conversion metrics are the ultimate way to measure the success of a social media campaign. Once
our accounts start generating attention, we’ll need to look beyond the likes and shares and think
about how our efforts are affecting our bottom line – membership.
Ask ourselves how many fans on our social pages want to become members or to attend our events.
After all, we could have a huge following on facebook, but if none of our followers click through to
our website and/or activities, then what does it all mean?
Non-Revenue Conversions
Sometimes a conversion can be something as simple as the general population or target population
signing up for your newsletter so we have a larger email marketing list. However, conversions for a
campaign might include downloading an e-resource or filling out a form.

Ask Yourself the Right Questions
Now that we have some insights as to how to properly interpret data, we use these questions to help
guide our Facebook analysis.
What Kind of Messaging Resonates?
A major reason to conduct a Facebook analysis is to find out which of our content performs the best.
Then use that knowledge to guide your copywriting or posting strategy.
What Type of Posts Get Shared Most?
Facebook posts are typically broken down into four categories. Additionally, our engagement rate
will vary depending on which type our audience prefers.





Text or statuses
Photos
Links
Videos

Although it’s important for us to take advantage of each post type, we should also favor the style that
our audience engages with.
Who Are Your Facebook Users?
Understanding the demographic breakdown of your Facebook audience is a powerful insight that
could help inform which types of information or content we post about and how we position them.
Where Are Your Facebook Users?
As Organizations and social media sites go global, the idea of geo-targeting has become very
popular. Distributing different content to Facebook audience members in different locations is
something that great Facebook marketers should always be considering.
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Figure out where our customers are located and target those locations with relevant content. We
could also try to target the locations
cations that we don’t see in order to build more brand awareness in areas
that lack it.
When Should You Post to Facebook?
Most social media marketers are fascinated with finding the best day for them to post to Facebook.
There are several studies and reco
recommendations
mmendations of the best time to post on Facebook. Our own
research showed that afternoons tend to generate the most engagement. However, it’s very much
dependent on our Organization and audience.

The best times to post on social media in 2020
Knowing when to post on every social platform is one important way to stay a step ahead and make
sense of the content overload that seems to be occurring on many channels.

Best times to post on Facebook
Best times: Wednesday, 11 a.m. and 11–2 p.m.
Best day: Wednesday
Worst day: Sunday

In addition to the top times to post above, Facebook as a whole showed the most consistent
engagement during the time period of Tuesday through Thursday, 8 a.m.
a.m.–3
3 p.m., so these can be
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considered other “safe” times to post. On the other hand, the lowest engagement that you may want
to avoid occurred every day either before 7 a.m. or after 5 p.m. These patterns can help clue you in to
how audiences are widely using Facebook: checking in for mid-day updates throughout the week,
and logging off a bit more in the mornings and evenings.

Best times to post on Facebook for Media 2020

Best times: Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday at 5 p.m., Friday from 8–9 a.m.
Best day: Wednesday
Worst day: Sunday
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Best times to post for education on facebook 2020

Best times: Wednesday at 9 a.m. and Saturday at 5 p.m.
Best day: Wednesday
Worst day: Sunday
Compared to other industry segments, mornings and nights offer stronger opportunities for schools’
social
al media content to get seen, as well as some spikes in activity on the weekend.
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Best times to post on facebook for nonprofits 2020

Best times: Wednesday and Friday at 88–9 a.m.
Best day: Wednesday
Worst day: Saturday and Sunday
Facebook is an ideal platform
tform for nonprofits to highlight their mission with social campaigns, and to
spark discussion and interaction with the communities and audiences they serve. Activity for
nonprofits is highest during the work week, with peak times on Wednesday and Friday m
mornings.
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Twitter Analysis
Best times to post on Twitter 2020

Best times: Wednesday and Friday at 9 a.m.
Best days: Wednesday and Friday
Worst day: Saturday
Reference:
https://sproutsocial.com/insights/best
https://sproutsocial.com/insights/best-times-to-post-on-social-media/#tw-times
times
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Facebook Deep Analysis:
Philippine Nurses Association of United Kingdom
Average Daily Likes: The number of new people who have liked your Page (Unique Users): 8
Average Daily Unlikes: The number of Unlikes of your Page (Unique Users): 2

Likes Vs Unlikes

Likes 8
Unlikes 2

Average Daily Page Engagements: The number of people who engaged with your Page.
Engagement includes any click or story created. (Unique Users): 63
Average Daily Reach:
The number of people who had any content from your Page or about your Page enter their screen.
This includes posts, check-ins,
ins, ads, social information from people who interact with your Page and
more. (Unique Users): 807
Average Weekly Reach:
The number of people who had any content from your Page or about your Page enter their scre
screen.
This includes posts, check-ins,
ins, ads, social information from people who interact with your Page and
more. (Unique Users): 4,106
Average Monthly Reach:
The number of people who had any content from your Page or about your Page enter their screen.
This includes posts, check-ins,
ins, ads, social information from people who interact with your Page and
more. (Unique Users): 11,795
Average Annual Reach:
The number of people who had any content from your Page or about your Page enter their screen.
This includes posts, check-ins,
ins, ads, social information from people who interact with your Page and
more. (Unique Users): 3,951,326
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Average Daily Views:
Page Views from users logged into Facebook (Total Count): 52
Average Weekly Views:
Page Views from users logged into Facebook (Total Count): 366
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Video Posts:




Average Daily Views of Videos: 104
Average Weekly Views of Videos: 594
Average Annual Views of Videos: 2,356
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Success Rate of Different Types of Posts:




Photos: Average reach: 1,564
Videos: Average reach: 982
Links: Average reach: 400
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Most Liked Posts:









Press Release on Public Pay Rise: 15.3k
Dennis Singson poster: 11.9k
Marthe Peralta poster: 9.9k
Join Us: Member Forum poster: 9.3k
Video: New PNA UK Logo: 8.6k
Alex Melencio poster: 8.3k
WCC Pinoy Speakers poster: 8.1k
Isle of Wight On-Boarding Webinar post: 7.7k
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Followers Statistics:



69% Women
31% Men

42% (women are from 25-34
34 years of age)
17% (men are from 25-34
34 years of age)
13% (35-44
44 years of age, women)
6% (35-44 years of age, men)
7% (45-54 years of age, women)
4% (45-54 years of age, men)

45%
40%
35%
30%

45-54 age

25%

35-44 age

20%
25-34
34 age

15%
10%

35-44 age

5%
0%

45-54 age
Women
Men
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25-34 age

Followers Country of Origin:






Philippines: 5,154
UK: 2,113
Saudi: 619
USA: 282
India: 261

Followers Country of Origin

Philippines
UK
Saudi Arabia
USA
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Followers Location:








London: 672
Luton: 45
Southampton: 36
Belfast: 34
Dublin: 33
Bristol: 33
Birmingham: 33

Followers UK Location

London
Luton
Southampton
Bristol
Birmingham
Dublin
Belfast
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Followers Philippine Location






Manila: 515
QC: 362
Cebu: 229
Davao: 137
Makati: 135

Followers Philippine Location

Manila
Quezon city
Cebu
Makati
Davao
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Deep analysis of the Twitter account for the period from July-December
2020 (ending on the 15thDecember)
@PNA_UKnurses







Total Tweets: 452
Tweet Impressions: 42,622
Profile Visits: 3,827
Mentions: 657
Followers: 407
Re-tweet: 413
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Website Deep Analysis
www.mypnauk.org
Activated: 15th October 2020

Traffic Overview
Unique Visitors year-to-date:
date: 850

Top Referring Sites:




FB: 632
Direct: 440
Google: 47

Top Referring Sites

Facebook referral
Direct URL
Google
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Returning Visitors: 13.16%
New Visitors: 86.84%

Returning vs New Visitors

New Visitors
Returning Visitors
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Device use:




Mobile users: 1733 with 714 unique visitors
Desktop: 904 with 121 unique visitors
Tablet: 65 with 15 unique visitors

1800
1600
1400
1200

Mobile Users

1000

Desktop Users
Tablet Users

800
600
400
200
0
Devices Used
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Confirmed Members Statistical Information
(as of 15 December 2020 – 214 members)

Membership Data

Male
Female

75
140

Georgraphical Location

6

6

5

7

6

38

41

68

13
12
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8

5

East of England

38

London

68

East Midlands

5

West Midlands

8

North East Yorkshire

12

North West

13

South East

41

South West

6

Scotland

6

Ireland

5

Wales

6

Undefined

7

Country

Philippines
Saudi Arabia
UK
USA

Occupation
120
100
80
60
Occupation
40
20
0
Sudent
Nurse
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Staff Nurse

Junior/
Senior
Nurse

Band 7
above

Undefined

Retired

Employer
200
180
160
140
120
100

Employer

80
60
40
20
0
NHS

Nursing Home

Non-Medical

Overseas Medical

Age Bracket
140
120
100
80
Age Bracket

60
40
20
0
<1964 Baby
Boomers
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1965-1979
1979
(Gen X)

1980-1995
(Millenials)

1996-2010
(Gen Z)

Undefined
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